Lincoln’s Way Jazz Combo

Moanin’                                Bobby Timmons
Recovery                               Chad Lefkowitz-Brown
Cherokee                                Ray Noble
  Brady Kolosik, alto; Alan Holloway, tenor; Ben Sanders, piano
  Robert Walling, bass; Quinton Nespor, drums

Jazz 1

What is Hip?                          Kupka, Castillo and Garibaldi
  Arr. Mike Tomaro
  David Smidt, guitar; Matt Polson and Davis Dalton, trumpet
  Alan Holloway, tenor; Devon Kooker, alto

Things Aint What they Used to Be          Mercer Ellington
  Arr. Kerry Strayer
  Evan Lyons, bari sax; Ryan Janney, trumpet
  Bobby Kaman, trombone; Robert Walling, bass; Bryce Berthusen, piano

A Night in Tunisia                      Dizzy Gillespie
  Arr. Lance Strickland
  Alan Holloway, tenor; Jack Kaman, guitar
  Ryan Janney, trumpet; Brady Kolosik, alto
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A Night in Tunisia                      Dizzy Gillespie
  Arr. Lance Strickland
  Alan Holloway, tenor; Jack Kaman, guitar
  Ryan Janney, trumpet; Brady Kolosik, alto
Goodbye Pork Pie Hat                Charles Mingus
Arr. Sy Johnson

Alan Holloway, tenor and Bryce Berthusen, piano

So What                                Miles Davis
Arr. John LaBarbera

Ryan Janney, trumpet; Alan Holloway, tenor; Quinton Nespor, drums

Time Out                               Don Menza

Brady Kolosik, alto; Ryan Janney, trumpet; Ayman Karmi, drums

Saxophones
Brady Kolosik
Devon Kooker
Alan Holloway
Jasen Helser
Evan Lyons

Trumpets
Ryan Janney
Matt Polson
Davis Dalton
Ben Steenhoek

Trombones
Adan Lappin
Matt Burris
Robert Kaman
Kyle Grossnickel

Rhythm Section
Quinton Nespor, Drums
Ayman Karmi, Drums
Bryce Berthusen, Piano
Ben Sanders, Piano
Robert Walling, Bass
Andrew Frank, Bass
Jack Kaman, Guitar
David Smidt, Guitar
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